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TRAVELLING AROUND WITH CV 19 IN MIND
As lock down restrictions started to be eased
and the Secretary of State, Grant Shapps
admitted that it was strange for a Transport
Secretary to be discouraging the use of public
transport after recent years when the emphasis
has been to get people out of cars and using
other forms of transport to get around including
walking, cycling, trams and trains etc and to
stop using cars particularly for shorter journeys.
Such measures aimed at promoting a healthy life
style, cleaner air and less congestion.

“If
you
cannot
work
from
home
then
you
should
speak
to
your
employer
about
going
back
to
work.
Where
possible
you
should
avoid
using
public
transport
by
walking,
cycling or going by car.”

However given the difficulties of social distancing the car has featured in the list of things to
consider using when moving around which is quite alien to the direction we had been taking prior to
CV19 with at least some success although not perhaps to the level which had been hoped in both
the Walking and Cycling Strategies which have been established. The Secretary of State however
recognised that the country’s public transport system ‘cannot go back to where it left off’ –
estimating it would only be able to operate at ‘a tenth of the old capacity’ for some time to come
and that this is particularly prevalent in the Capital and other major towns and cities – where it is
anticipated the number of commuters using buses and tubes could fall by as much as 40% from prelockdown levels which is now supported by the Downing Street daily briefings which show elements
of public transport usage.
With fears an increase in the number of people driving in order
to avoid using public transport leading to towns and cities
becoming ‘gridlocked’ The Government has outlined the key
role active travel will play which led the Secretary of State to
announce a £2bn funding packing – the first stage of which is
£250m for emergency safety measures, such as pop-up bike
lanes, wider pavements and cycle and bus-only streets. The
Government also published new guidance requiring councils in
England to cater for ‘significantly-increased’ numbers of
cyclists and pedestrians, and making it easier for them to
create safer streets.
THE LONDON STREETSPACE PROGRAMME
Early modelling by TfL suggests there could be a 10-fold increase in cycling and five-fold increase in
walking – as Londoners move away from public transport due to social distancing concerns.
The ‘London Streetspace’ programme, announced by mayor of London Sadiq Khan and TfL sets out
to rapidly repurpose London’s streets in order to accommodate this growth with clean, green and
sustainable travel to be at the heart of the strategy along with recognising that Cycling could
increase 10-fold and walking five-fold post-lockdown. Accordingly TfL aims a fast tracked
Transformation of London’s roads giving space to new cycle lanes and wider pavements to enable
social distancing with landmark locations to benefit from temporary bike routes and more space for
walking to reduce pressure on the tube and buses. The final element of the plan is to reduce traffic
on residential streets, creating low-traffic neighbourhoods.
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THE MOST “DANGEROUS ROADS” IN GREAT BRITAIN
I wanted to start by distancing myself from the title of this item as we in the road safety
profession do not in a formal way use the term “Dangerous Roads.” However this is a useful piece
of work put together by “Choose my Car”
Choose my Car has looked at the types of roads that present the highest risk in Great Britain.





London has the highest proportion of road crashes, but the lowest rate of fatalities.
Two-thirds of crashes take place on roads with a speed limit of 30 mph or less, a third of fatal
collisions take place on those with a 51-60 mph speed limit.
Most collisions take place on urban roads but most fatal ones occur on rural roads.
T or staggered junctions account for almost a quarter of collisions.

Factors such as whether you’re on a country road or in a town or city, the speed limit and different
types of junctions can all have an impact on how likely you are to be involved in such incidents.
The Regions with the Most Road Crashes

From the eleven regions in Great Britain:
Drivers in London are the most likely to be involved with 25,662 reported collisions in the capital in
the space of a year, which works out at 2,881 for every million people, more than any other
region.
On the other hand, drivers in Scotland were the safest, with just 1,178 accidents per million
people, which is more than half as many as in London.
However, when it comes to the most serious collisions, London has the lowest proportion, with just
12 per million residents, while the East Midlands had the most, with 37.
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THE MOST “DANGEROUS ROADS” IN GREAT BRITAIN (continued)
Speed Limit
This is due to a number of factors, usually
because these roads have a higher average
speed, with drivers often lulled into a false
sense of security. Rural roads are often
narrower and lack a lot of the safety features
of those in towns and cities.

While you might expect more crashes at
higher speeds, two-thirds occur on roads with
a speed limit of 30 mph or less, with the vast
majority (60%) of these coming on roads with
a speed limit of between 21 and 30 mph.
However, the data does show that higher
speeds are more likely to be fatal. For
example, while 12% take place on 51-60 mph
roads, the percentage of fatalities on these
roads is much higher, at 32%, showing how
dangerous a crash at high speed can be.

Classification of Roads
Looking at the different road classification in
Great Britain, we see that a very low number
of crashes on our motorways equalling around
3% of the overall total of which sadly 5% are
fatal.
However A-roads present a different picture
with 44% of the total and 56% of fatalities.
Looking at the specific type of road, we see
that the vast majority (72%) take place on
single carriageway roads, which is four and a
half times more than any other type of road.

Rural or Urban Roads
The majority of crashes take place on urban
roads in towns and cities, where there are
obviously more vehicles coming into contact
with each other and therefore more likely to
be involved in a collision, with two-thirds
taking place on an urban road.
However, the opposite is true when it comes
to fatalities with the majority taking place on
rural roads (62%).
Junctions

Over a quarter of road crashes occur at a T or staggered junction, which is more than three times
as many as at any other type of junction and while many of us struggle with roundabouts, they only
account for 8% of the overall GB total.
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NEW INTERIM CHIEF EXECUTIVE FOR IAM ROADSMART
Tony Greenidge has been appointed Interim Chief Executive Officer of IAM RoadSmart. Tony who
has been IAM RoadSmart's Business Development Director is taking up the role following the
announcement in March that Mike Quinton would be stepping down as Chief Executive after two
years in the role.
Tony joined IAM RoadSmart in July 2017, bringing with him more than two
decades of sales and leadership experience in the risk management,
mobility and corporate fleet sector. He has overseen the continued
growth of the charity's drink-drive rehabilitation and corporate fleet
divisions which have grown year on year under his leadership. Previously
Sales and Marketing Director for Fleet Operations, the UK's largest
independent provider of outsourced fleet management services, Tony has
also successfully run his own sales training and business development
consulting business.
His first challenge will be to lead IAM RoadSmart out of the current Coronavirus lockdown. The
Trustees have asked him to start work immediately to develop a plan which will help the Institute
move out of the current situation and back to business when Government advice allows.

VEHICLE LICENSING STATISTICS 2019
During 2019, 2.9 million vehicles were registered for the first time in Great Britain.
New vehicle registrations have been
declining for the past three years, mainly
due to the fall in new car registrations
(which typically represent around 80% of
new registrations). In 2019, overall new
registrations were 1.1% lower than during
2018, 6.5% lower than during 2017, and
12.0% lower than during 2016, which was
the highest recorded level ever.
There was a 18% decline in the number of diesel cars being registered for the first time in 2019
compared to 2018, falling to 605 thousand cars which is below the 2008/09 recession dip and
similar to 2002 registrations. When compared to 2018 new registrations of petrol cars increased by
3% and alternative fuel cars increased by 26% in 2019.
These are just a couple of facts which are drawn from the publication of the 2019 Annual Vehicle
Licensing Statistics by the Department of Transport which provides some very useful information
about all new vehicles registered in 2019.
A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/statistical-information/
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HAVE LOCKDOWN BREACHES BEEN YEARS IN THE MAKING?
Colin Lilly an experienced Driver Trainer and Editor for The Motor Schools of Great Britain
(MSAGB) Newslink projects his thoughts about those who ignore the rules
When we read or hear of some people’s behaviour during the lockdown period should anyone in
driver training or Road Safety be surprised?
These behaviours include driving excessively over the
speed limit on currently quieter roads, travelling long
distances to beauty spots that are normally tourist
destinations and other unnecessary journeys too
numerous to mention. Reports have shown that many
of the drivers pulled over are found to be committing
other motoring offences.
What is the connection to training and road
safety? These drivers are likely to be the ones
who habitually speed, ignore red lights,
ignore red X’s and hog lanes. They consider
themselves to be the entitled ones which I
will refer to as E1s.

The E1s and E2s do not belong in any
particular age group, drive a certain category
of vehicle, make of car or come from any set
social group. They generally have no respect
for other road users and will of often single
out selected road user types as being the
problem and are only there to hamper their
use of what they consider is their road. E1s
and E2s will sometimes adopt other modes of
transport, shift their allegiance to their
original vehicle, but retain E1 and E2
prejudices against all other road users.

Now this in itself is bad enough but others
seem willing to excuse this behaviour by
saying ‘we don’t know what else was going on
in their life’ or ‘they may have a sick child in
the back of the car’. Both are possibilities but
not in large numbers. By excusing this
behaviour, I often feel they will also be able
to be entitled to which I refer to as E2s.

Perhaps if there had been more enforcement available in recent years this type of behaviour would
not have been allowed to develop. This may be a thought for the future. To my mind the E1s and
E2s have wrung much of the pleasure out of driving in recent years and certainly created a less safe
environment. I suspect the recovery to some form of previous normality will be slow. All this can be
frustrating to driver training and road safety professionals. After all training and safety campaigns
are only conspiracies to frustrate the desires of E1s and E2s
POWERED TWO WHEELERS
Concern has been expressed from the Motorcycle lobby that the Government has not taken into
account the role which motorcycles can offer in future travel plans which is encouraging people to
find alternatives wherever possible to using public transport.
The Motorcycle Industry Association (MCIA) says powered two-wheelers (PTWs) are the ‘perfect
alternative’ for those who would usually use public transport – but for whom walking and cycling
are not viable options.
The MCIA is calling on riders and those representing the industry to write to their local MPs in order
to get PTWs officially endorsed by the Government,
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FIRST WOMAN FINED £3 FOR SPEEDING
A new footbridge in Hull has been named after the city's first woman doctor, Mary Murdoch - who
was a trailblazer in many ways - including reputedly being the first female convicted of speeding in
East Yorkshire. Dr Murdoch became Hull's first female GP in 1896 and campaigned to improve the
appalling conditions in the city. She also loved driving and became the first woman in the city to
own a car - a De Dion.
In 1914 a local newspaper recorded that the GP was driving in Beverley when she was caught
breaking the 5mph speed limit and charged with reckless driving. It is recorded that: "PC Gibson
was standing at Kemp's Corner in the Market Place at about 2.15 on Sunday afternoon when the
tremendous speed of a motor car coming from Toll Gavel attracted his attention. The policeman
claimed the doctor was going at between 18mph and 20mph - a speed the prosecutor at Beverley
Police Court described as "suicidal and nobody but a lunatic would think of going at such a speed."
In the naming of the bridge the doctor was chosen by a public vote from a shortlist of five. In all
55,000 votes were cast.
ORGAN DONATION AND ROAD CRASHES
Regretfully many deaths which result in “accidents” whether as a result of a road crash or by other
means are regarded as premature and are generally unplanned and so vital decisions which are in
these circumstances are left to next of kin to sort out and make at times immediate decisions
without knowing the wishes of the individual
concerned. This is particularly stressful when it comes
to the donation of organs unless the person has been
carrying a donor card and is a frequent occurrence in
the event of a road fatality.
However the law has now changed from 20th May 2020.
Under the new law, all adults in England will be
considered as having agreed to donate their own
organs when they die unless they record a decision not
to donate, (known as ‘opting out’), or are in the
excluded groups.
Those excluded will be people under 18, those who lack the mental capacity to understand, people
who have lived in England for less than 12 months or who are not living here voluntarily and those
who have nominated someone else to make the decision on their behalf.
SCOTTISH PUT MONEY INTO INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES
The Scottish Government has launched a new £10m infrastructure programme for ‘pop-up’ walking
and cycling routes and temporary improvements to existing routes. The funding, designed to enable
physical distancing, will be supported by guidance to help local authorities carry out improvements
such as widened pavements and cycle lanes.
Transport Scotland says many cities across the world have reallocated road space in response to an
increase in active travel as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.
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CAUSE OF DEATH: THE TSRGD? (TRAFFIC SIGNS REGULATIONS AND GENERAL DIRECTIONS)
(In a follow-up to the issues relating to Road Signs in the last issue Derek Cozens give his
opinion which focuses on white paint)
Who is responsible? With unsafe regulations - our roads are just an incidents waiting to happen!
Following the collision between a motorcycle and a car being driven on the wrong-side of the
carriageway, the local authority has provided directional markings at the crash site but too late on
this occasion to save the motorcyclists life and a measure which will do nothing to prevent the
same from occurring elsewhere across the road network?
Wrong-side driving
Ultimately we cannot control who is driving on our roads or what level of training they have ever
had; there are all types of unskilled people using our roads including joy riding youths, learner
moped riders and children
on bicycles.
Our road
marking regulations were
developed back in the 1950s
& 60s and a lot has changed
since those times. We now
have thousands of people
driving on our roads every
day who have arrived from
countries where right-hand
driving is the standard. For
mile after mile on our open
roads there are no visual
cues provided that indicate
the correct side of the road
to drive on. We must do
much more to protect the
innocent victims who are
being killed or injured every year through no fault on their part. In the absence of adequate
warning information we are reliant entirely on human memory to ensure that every single driver is
always driving on the left-hand side of the carriageway.
Time to re-write the engineering rule book for safety
The lack of proactive control measures to address the risk of wrong-side driving is just one of the
many failings of our current road engineering regulations. We cannot continue engineering our
roads like a listed building; it is time that our ancient road regulations were given a safety
makeover to ensure that crashes can no longer happen. Using today’s technology substantially
improved levels of safety could be delivered by a research and development initiative to update our
signs, signals and road marking standards.
FALL IN DIESEL CARS
The number of diesel cars on Britain’s roads has fallen for the first time in at least 25 years,
according to Government data. The statistics, analysed by the RAC Foundation, show there were
12.29 million diesels on the roads – compared with 12.4 million a year earlier. This is the first
decline since records began in 1994 – when there were just 1.6 million diesels licensed. The RAC
Foundation attributes the drop to concerns over future restrictions – with the Government set to
ban sales of new petrol, diesel and hybrid cars and vans.
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TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT FUND
The Government is aiming to fill around 11 million potholes as part of
infrastructure package and is designed to make journeys on local roads
and safer’. The £1.7bn Transport Infrastructure Investment Fund will
‘nuisance’ potholes, which the Government says is enough to tarmac a
the way around the Earth.

a new multi-billion-pound
and motorways ‘smoother
target around 11 million
road stretching a third of

It will also see smaller improvements completed to upgrade local networks, such as enhancing road
safety at key locations, the installation of priority bus lanes, and the creation of projects to help
lock in improvements in air quality experienced during lockdown.
The new funding follows the £2bn announced already set aside to boost more sustainable greener
travel and encourage more people to begin cycling and walking as the UK moves out of lockdown
restrictions.
ELECTRIC SCOOTERS
Last month’s newsletter carried a piece indicating that the Transport Committee had launched an
inquiry to consider the implications of legalising Electric Scooters for use on roads, cycle lanes and
pavements and is calling for written evidence to inform their recommendations.
Under current UK law, it is illegal to use a
powered transporter – such as an electric
scooter – on a public road or other prohibited
space, including pavements and cycle lanes.
However,
the
Government
has
been
contemplating this change as part of its wider
push towards greener travel and to bring us in
line with most countries in Europe.

However in rapidly changing times the Government has announced trials of electric scooters could
now start as soon as next month very much in advance of any report from the Transport Committee
as part of its plans to maximise travel options away from public transport at this time.
In announcing the trials Transport Secretary Grant Shapps acknowledged the role electric scooters
could play in helping to keep the demand away from public transport and it understood that the
West Midlands will be one of the areas for the trials. If successful the aim is to get e-scooter rental
schemes up-and-running in cities ‘as fast as possible’
Meanwhile
From a survey conducted by Road Safety
News more than a third of people are unsure
whether electric scooters should be legalised.
When asked whether they supported the
legalisation of electric scooters, views are
split – with 39% responding ‘yes’. On the
other hand, 26% are against the idea – while
35% are unsure.

Nearly two-thirds (60%) of respondents felt
the legalisation of electric scooters would
increase the risks for people walking or
cycling – while only 16% believe they would
not. Less than two in 10 (19%) of respondents
would consider riding an electric scooter if
they were allowed to.
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2019 DRIVING CULTURE SURVEY
IAM RoadSmart has launched their 2019 Driver Culture Survey which is now in its fifth year. The
survey shows mobile phones to be consistently one of the main stress factors for British motorists.
The survey reflects the views of just over 2,000 motorists, weighted by gender, region and age
group to be representative of the UK driving population.
While the majority (90%) of respondents claimed not to use
the internet, text or email while driving themselves, for 70%
of respondents other drivers' distraction from talking or
texting on a mobile phone is more of a problem than it was
three years ago. Just 6% believe the problem has reduced.
And with technology companies reporting that demand for
data has risen substantially during lockdown, as people have
turned to their devices for entertainment and to stay in touch
with loved ones and work, IAM RoadSmart believes that a new
dependency on video conferencing apps, social media and
instant messaging could cause a rise in dangerous driving
behaviours. The concern is that phone-loving drivers could
ignore driving safety legislation and continue to use their
devices when they get back behind the wheel.
More women (73%) than men (68%) are
concerned about the risks posed by mobile
phones. Concern rises with age and drivers
aged 70 and over are the most concerned
(73%), compared with 68% of 17-34 year olds.

compared with just 61% of drivers in the East
of England.
Although overall, levels of concern about
mobile phone use have fallen back slightly
since 2016, it has consistently remained a top
three problem for motorists, along with
traffic congestion and aggressive drivers.

Regionally, concern about the use of mobile
phones while driving is greatest in Wales
(80%) and Yorkshire and Humberside (78%)

And while the majority of drivers, in all age groups and all regions, continue to perceive talking and
texting on a mobile phone as a threat to their personal safety, as many as four per cent admitted
to using the internet, or sending a text or email while driving, and nine per cent stated they have
used voice activation to interact with their smartphone.
A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reports-and-research-documents/
SAFETY BENEFITS OF LOWER URBAN SPEED LIMITS
The Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS) has been awarded £60k of funding
from the Road Safety Trust to investigate the safety benefits of lower urban speed limits. The
project, which is being carried out in partnership with University of Loughborough and a number of
international road safety experts, will examine 20mph/30kph schemes in the UK and Europe.
The findings will be debated via a webinar and the final report will summarise the evidence,
conclusions and recommendations aimed for publication in December 2020.
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COVID 19 A FLEET MANAGERS GUIDE
Dr Lisa Dorn is an Associate Professor of Driver Behaviour at Cranfield University and Research
Director for DriverMetrics®. Lisa has conducted research on driver
behaviour for over 30 years. DriverMetrics® was established at
Cranfield University in 2005, to make scientific research into
employee driver safety more widely available.
They have recognised that the current crisis has had a major impact
on fleet drivers in a number of ways. It is therefore essential that
fleet managers understand the effects of stress and anxiety on fleet
driver behaviour in order to manage the risks and they have published
a guide to help identify the tell-tale signs of stress and anxiety
amongst fleet drivers and what strategies to put in place to improve
safety.
A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/guidance-documents-codes-of-practice/
POST CRASH ACTION AND CARE – A GUIDE FOR FLEET MANAGERS
The impact of a fatal or serious road crash involving a fleet vehicle and/or driver cannot be
understated. An effective crisis management strategy is essential to mitigate the short-term
impacts and limit the long-term damages if a crash does occur.
This report which has been put together as a guide for
Fleet Managers comes from the Global Fleet Champions
and explores the complications that can arise after a
crash involving one of your fleet vehicles or drivers and
explains how to introduce policies that will enable you to
respond to a crash in a timely, appropriate and
compassionate manner. It also covers the importance of
recording accurate data that can be used to help identify
the cause of a crash and prevent future crashes.
A copy of the document can be initially found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latestuploads/ after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/guidance-documents-codes-of-practice/
TOOLKIT FOR VULNERABLE ROAD USERS
The Road Safety Foundation has been awarded nearly £200,000 to develop a specialist resource to
help local authorities analyse risks to vulnerable road users such as pedestrians, cyclists and
motorcyclists in towns and cities to help achieve the vision of zero deaths and serious injuries on
UK roads. The resource in the form of a toolkit aims to help councils find cost-effective highway
interventions targeted at reducing fatal and serious injuries and understand the environmental
benefits of introducing different traffic measures to urban areas. The funding comes from the Road
Safety Trust under the theme ‘innovative traffic calming and provision for vulnerable road users’
and aims to build on the work the Road Safety Foundation has already done developing the iRAP
safety analysis toolkit.
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PERSUADING PEOPLE TO BUY ELECTRIC
From the finding of a recent survey involving 920 respondents carried out by Road Safety News. It
would appear that 50% of people would now consider purchasing an electric vehicle as their next
car although many remain concerned about the ability of the charging network.
majority (72%) said no – while 16% were not
sure
In September 2019, the Government
announced a £400 million fund to help
develop rapid charging infrastructure points
for electric vehicles. The first £70 million
investment will aim to create 3,000 new
rapid charge points by 2024, more than
doubling the number across the UK to 5,000.
The investment is designed to complement a
£1.5 billion package to boost the uptake of
electric vehicles – part of the Government’s
drive to end the sale of petrol and diesel
vehicles.

More than half of respondents (51%) said they
would
consider
going
electric
when
purchasing their next car – with a further 17%
unsure on the subject. Some of that
uncertainty could be explained by a lack of
belief in the adequacy of the charging
network – and its capability to grow in the
coming years. When asked if they thought
there will be sufficient charging points to
support the uptake of electric vehicles in the
next five years – just 12% said yes. Whilst the

Government figures show that in 2019, there
were 90,000 pure battery-electric cars on
Britain’s roads – in addition to 145,000 plug-in
hybrid cars.

With the motor industry looking for a stimulus following Covid 19 and the introduction of a
scrappage scheme – maybe this is an ideal time to combine such a scheme on the basis that it is
available to those who purchase electric?

The TOM HARRINGTON PAPERS
Papers which have been recently published/updated by Tom Harrington LLB, F Inst MTD on the
subjects of:
Centre Line Road Marking – Help or Hindrance
Do you suffer from Vehophobia
Is the Highway Code Actually Law
Single Vehicle Crashes –Accident or Suicide
Tom has spent well over 40 years in the driver training and road safety industry and frequently puts
pen to paper producing some very well constructed and educational papers on a range of subjects
all of which are worth a read. In addition to these three papers you will find others within the
Resource and Information Centre Library at www.grahamfeest.com
A copy of the papers listed above can be initially found at
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/
after which is can be located at:
https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/documents/reference-papers-and-information/
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CV19 TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND ITS IMPACT ON ROAD DEATHS
As a result on lockdown across Europe and for that matter the rest of the world not surprisingly we
have seen unprecedented reductions in traffic volumes. Sadly however early anecdotal evidence is
suggesting that road deaths have not reduced and in some areas have stayed the same or risen.
Only time will tell what impact there may have been not just to deaths but also injuries.

Data analysis by Tom Tom from a number of
major European cities has shown traffic
volumes reduced by between 70 and 85% in
countries where restrictions were in place.
Analysis of UK motorway traffic by TRL also
showed a drop of up to 75% at a point when
only those in key professions or limited trips
to supermarkets, doctors or chemists were
the only journeys permitted to be made.

The Australian state of Victoria has reported
that deaths have not declined despite the
reduced traffic.

The impact on road death and injury not yet
available because few countries have
reported official data since the pandemic
took hold.

However, Italy, which imposed very strict
measures on mobility, and was also one of
the first countries to introduce a lock-down,
reported police data showing reductions in
road deaths of around 70%.

The Netherlands reported a 50% reduction in
collisions early in the confinement period –
but no information on injury severity.
Concerns were raised in Ireland when road
deaths spiked over a week in the second half
of March after confinement measures were
put in place.
But it will take time to
understand the full impact of the measures
on road safety.

France has reported a smaller drop in road
deaths, of 40% in March compared to the
same month last year.
Analysis by the
MAPFRE Foundation showed a 47% reduction
in Spain over a similar period.

More data and analysis will be needed before a clearer picture emerges of the effects of Lockdown
and its overall impact on the annual death and injury statistics.
One widely reported issue is that of drivers taking advantage of emptier roads, possibly resulting in
a higher proportion than normal of speeding, sometimes to a very excessive degree and some at
unacceptable levels on 20mph and 30mph roads with the UK police report levels twice or three
times above the limit.
At a recent UK on line meeting of experienced road safety practitioners and researchers etc fears
were being expressed that there had been a rise in speed related fatalities during the lock down
period but as yet there in no official data to support that view on a regional or national basis.
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ARE WARNING SIGNS OF ANY VALUE
Last month I carried a piece a under the above heading which brought in some reaction at the time
and now Rod Came an experienced Driver Trainer provides his voice to the debate.
'With all the signs, markings, rules and regulations which are being introduced in the name of road
safety, very soon drivers will become automatons, not having to think for themselves anymore.
It is my view that there are far too many unnecessary signs and markings
on the road. An excess such as there is, often leads to a driver missing
those that are pertinent because the brain becomes overloaded with the
rubbish, much as a computer does. Then of course, there is the
continuing problem that although road engineers read the same manual
of guidance, they all interpret it in a different manner. This leads to bad
road signing whether it is correct or not.
My favourite example of bad road signing is the A264 from East Grinstead
through to Tunbridge Wells. It is about 12 miles from one town to the other, with six miles of the
road being in East Sussex and six in Kent. The road is essentially the same in character in each
county with straight sections and bends, a typical country road. The part of the road in East Sussex
has warning signs and double white line systems on every bend. When you enter Kent the next
double white line system is the other side of Tunbridge Wells.
Now it occurs to me, that if drivers become used to a background level of signing and that level of
road signing changes markedly, then the drivers will unknowingly become confused, and therefore a
danger to themselves and others.'
RIDERS CONCERNED ABOUT THE BEHAVIOUR OF DRIVERS
Reports from some motorcycle trainers indicate that they are looking at a boom in their training
business and in particular CBT requirements as many within towns and cities see owning and using a
motorcycle key to their travelling dilemma to keep them away from public transport.
However a survey carried out by 2Wheels
London, asked riders ‘what driving behaviours
pose an immediate threat to your safety?’giving a list of options and asking them to
indicate whether they strongly disagree,
disagree, agree or strongly agree.

‘agreed’ that drivers not looking posed a
threat to their safety.
Meanwhile, 92% either ‘strongly agreed’ or
‘agreed’ about the dangers caused by the use
of mobile phones – and 90% by vehicle drivers
not indicating when turning.

The results show that ‘drivers not looking’
and ‘drivers using a mobile phone’ are
perceived to be presenting the most
dangerous threats to riders – with 80% and
75% strongly agreeing, respectively. In total,
94% of respondents either ‘strongly agreed’ or

More than eight in 10 (82%) of respondents
have safety fears over vehicles pulling out
from left, while 80% are concerned about
vehicles overtaking too closely.

With at least for the time being the need to keep people away from public transport means that all
roads users must be observant and comply with the law along with positive enforcement for those
who breech the rules.
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THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING
Peter Rodger who was former Head of Training at the Metropolitan Police Driving School expressed
the following ………
We will eventually get the official statistics for the casualty figures and traffic flow for this spring.
They are going to be interesting, as are those for prosecutions for driving offences. Certainly
traffic speeds will have risen as the volume declined.
We are also being told about drivers
travelling at very high speeds – 100+ MPH in
30 and 40 MPH limits. I travel routinely
around London’s North Circular Road very
late at night – or I did until the pandemic put
the need for me to do that on hold – and
there have always been a substantial number
of cars being driven at very high speeds (I
would estimate that 90-100 in the 50MPH
limit is not that uncommon). I suspect the
speeds will have risen a bit in less traffic –
but they have always been there in recent
years.
So average traffic speeds have risen, and
extreme speeding events may have risen as
well. In “normal” times that would mean
increased casualties – we all “know” that
they increase with every 1 MPH in average
traffic speeds. Will the figures fulfil that
expectation?

instances where “the evidence tells us” is the
phrase used. I have been asked in discussions
“why are you ignoring the evidence?”…. When
I am not, but I am arguing that a different
outcome to the model’s prediction may be
coming.
Anyone who watches the film “The Theory of
Everything” about the life of Stephen
Hawking will understand that academic
models can be wrong.

The main reason I raise the question is not
really to seek the answer, but to illustrate
something which I see as a problem.

Similarly it will be interesting to see the
expression of police prosecution data. Higher
numbers of speeding offences detected may
not be a result of more speeding, but a
measure of police activity or their ability to
successfully detect the speeding in amongst
less traffic. If there are less other pressures
on their time, or they are focussed on the
movement of vehicles, they may be able to
catch more drivers speeding....

We have models in our minds – either
instinctive or developed from research –
which we apply expecting outcomes to
conform to their predictions. That is all well
and good – but these are not evidence, they
are expectations, and I have come across

It will be interesting to see the 2020 figures. These are unusual times, and there will be a range of
things to consider in what they tell us. We must be prepared to look at them carefully when they
arrive – they may tell us things we can use constructively in the brave new world ahead……..
Maybe you have some theory you would like to express through these pages
The content of Traffic Safety Roads, whilst news is a little short at present, has been made
possible due to a number of contributions made by individuals with articles or offering opinions
on various items and I thank those who have contributed. I continually and always welcome any
comments, thoughts or opinions on appropriate traffic safety and roads for publication.
Send items to graham@grahamfeest.com
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BACKPAGE
Sharing a few things which have come attached to me on news items this last month
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